By John R. Melleky, CFRE, CFEE

“We want to target
millennials – so we
should concentrate
only on social media.”

“We do not need
to spend money
on marketing.”

“We are a tradition –
people know and expect it.
The press will cover us.”

Is

MARKETING

“Everyone knows
our festival.”

CRITICAL to Your

FESTIVAL / EVENT

or Even Your
ORGANIZATION?
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OWNED
MEDIA

We all have said it or heard it. But,
does it make it true? How important is
marketing your festival, event or even
your organization and what it stands
for? The reasons are more far reaching
than you might realize and impacts all
aspects of the organization and festival.
To start at the basics, there are three
types of media – owned, earned and
paid. Owned media includes platforms
your organization possesses and controls
such as your website, mobile site or
social media like Facebook, Twitter or
Instagram. Paid media is what you pay for
and covers all platforms including radio
ads, outdoor billboards, print advertising
and paid social media posts on Facebook.
Earned media is coverage that you
obtain that could be considered word
of mouth and includes press coverage
such as public service announcements,
posts or shares about your event on
social media, articles based on your
press releases, use of your hashtag in
the digital world, recommendations or
blogs. Earned media can also include
what you have negotiated with your
media partners including bonus
ads after what you have paid for.
All three types are important and each
help drive the message. All are necessary
to meet your goals and objectives. More
importantly, they help identify and
engage the festival audience and fan
base, which can lead to building the
other components of the festival. For
instance, if you have merchandise to sell
at the festival such as posters or t-shirts,
it could be beneficial to build excitement
about the merchandise prior to the
start of the festival. Many organizations
hold events like poster unveilings to
showcase the new poster design. Having
a press conference tied to the unveiling
can lead to earned media and coverage,
which expands the audience to the entire
community. Sending out social media
posts can engage your current base
and build earned media through the
individuals sharing the content to their
social circle. Purchasing radio or print ads

can engage audiences you might be trying
to reach to purchase the item or drive
traffic to your website to purchase the
items online and engage someone new
to become a part of your organization
and join the electronic mailing list. It all
goes hand in hand to build an audience.
But why build that audience? With so
many communication messages, people
might not have your organization or
festival at the top of their priority list.
They have attended year after year, but life
gets busy and this year, they might miss
it without various messages in various
mediums to remind them and engage
them. How many times have you said,
“Oh I forgot about that” and you did not
attend? It happens to the best of us. But,
what did that mean for your organization
if you did not engage someone in your
constituency is a loss of revenue, loss
of opportunity, and loss to build your
community outreach and impact.
Is paid media important? The idea of a
media partner has changed. In the past,
media companies were willing to be a
media partner and your entity would

EARNED
MEDIA

receive certain amounts of coverage,
including some prime hour coverage.
That coverage under the control of the
media partner – they determine the
time, amount, and locations. How does
that help you meet your goals and drive
your message? In some instances, it may
not. Therefore, it is wise to consider
some paid advertising. This puts you
in the driver seat to determine the
message, when it is placed and where
it is placed. These decisions should be
based on your goals and objectives to
reach and grow your constituent base.
Many media partners are now looking
for “pay to play.” In order to have a
full rounded media partnership, you
might need to pay for some advertising
to get additional spots, more coverage
or perhaps even some promotional
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activities at the festival or event.
In addition, utilizing all types of
media platforms are important. It is not
a one type fix to build that audience
and engagement. People are creatures
of habit and they obtain information
in a variety of ways. It can be via radio,
television, social media, or seeing a
billboard while driving (or sitting in
traffic). Knowing your target market can
help determine the best platforms and
media outlets. As community builders,
it is important to include all types of
media to inform and engage everyone
in your target market. What makes
festivals and events incredible is that it
should be a way to involve the entire
community in a celebration in some
way. The celebration is not for a certain
few – it should be open to anyone
with the interest and excitement. The
programming at the festival is a way to
segment and engage various members
of the community. In addition, as new
people come to the community, they
are unaware of the festival and tradition
and should be included. Communities
are living and breathing organisms and
without engaging new people, the festival
can become stagnant and the audience
can diminish. It is important to consider
where the new audience will come from,
especially since people do get older.
Building audience is one important
aspect since it is also a financial driver
for the organization in regards to
ticket and merchandise sales and also
as potential donors for philanthropic
programs to increase your impact
and outreach. It helps the volunteer
program and could lead to future board
members. Media is important and also
affects sponsorships. Everything ties
together… all boats rise with the tide.
Sponsorships are now more than
having a company give money and you
place their logos on items or at the event.
Companies and organizations want to
engage with your audience in person
and through various forms of media.

PAID

MEDIA
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Corporate dollars fall into two realms
– marketing dollars and philanthropic
dollars. Marketing dollars are from
the marketing department and relate
to the corporation spending to meet
their business goals and objectives. It
is a business decision. Philanthropic
dollars are from the organization’s
foundation and relate to emphasis
areas that they want to support.
Everyone is competing for sponsor dollars
and companies do pay attention to what
you are doing in local, regional and
national media. With sponsor packages,
many companies now give the package
to their advertising agency to determine
the value and if it is a good partnership
opportunity. Companies have taken a
more business approach to sponsorship
– it is no longer doing something
good for the community. As festival/
event and even nonprofit executives,
we must also think in that space.
Corporate dollars fall into two realms
– marketing dollars and philanthropic
dollars. Marketing dollars are from
the marketing department and relate
to the corporation spending to meet
their business goals and objectives. It
is a business decision. Philanthropic
dollars are from the organization’s
foundation and relate to emphasis
areas that they want to support. There
is more of a feel good for these dollars,
but having programs with definitive
goals, objectives and results are required.
The days of giving money for just “feel
good” causes are pretty non-existent.
Companies want to make a difference
in the communities they serve, but they
will support organizations that can show
how the dollars can make an impact
and a difference in the community and
is typically more than just the economic
impact of your festival or event.
As companies measure an organization
and a possible partnership, they will
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analyze the media component in each
aspect – owned, paid and earned. The
organization will want to determine the
reach in each area. As a nonprofit, you
need to be able to have that information
and speak to the trends. Knowing your
marketing and its impact is vital to tell
your story and the impact that your
organization’s marketing and media
has on programs and events. There are
various systems available to measure the
impact and to know the reach locally,
regionally, nationally and internationally.
Part of that media mix is who is being
reached by that media. Having the
demographics of the media outlet is as
important as knowing the analytics of
your owned media. Possible partners are
looking to reach certain demographic
and psychographic data. The more
information you have, the better the
ability to develop a strong partnership.
This all ties together – utilize your owned
media as a hub of information. Paid and
earned media can be used to generate
interest and your social media platforms
can inform and engage the audience to
act. By having all three types of media
components in play, sponsors can then
engage in each platform and a robust
activation and engagement can occur.
This will lead to larger audiences, and
eventually, larger sponsorship dollars.
Marketing dollars and impacts are
critical components in a sponsorship
program. If there is no media
component, many companies might only
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sponsor for a year or two. That creates
a strain on your sponsorship program
as you result in constant turnover. Also,
sponsors want to know the media impact
of the festival as a whole – what were
the specific measures and audience
for the festival and the various media
campaigns. Are there further activation
opportunities throughout the year with
this media impact? They are watching
and comparing your festival and event
against other properties. If yours is
lacking or is on a decline, this can be
detrimental to your income stream and
ways to create new and exciting content
for your audience. Without that new
content, then the audience diminishes,
further damaging your property.
Owned, earned and paid media
are all important aspects to promote
your festival, event or nonprofit. Each
type has various platforms that can
build, engage and inform audiences
and build engagement with your
organization in various capacities.
Sponsors look to see the engagement
and use of media. Having various
media tools enhances the partnership
and dollars to your organization. For
any aspect of your organization to
grow, you must consider the impact of
media, marketing, engagement, and
sponsorship as they all tie together.
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